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Abstract  
Text mining is becoming an exciting field for research as 

it tries to discover new and valuable information from 

unstructured texts. The unstructured data in texts form 

contains large amount of complex raw data. In this paper, 

we perform text mining techniques on web data through 

which we can make a decision. For performing text 

mining techniques we are using R programming. One of 

the main reason of using R is an open source and its 

comes with millions of packages packages through which 

we can easily analyse the large datasets in a sufficient 

time. Because in most of the companies 80% of data is in 

unstructured form, while most types of analysis only work 

with structured data. In this paper, we will use R 

packages to analyze unstructured text.  
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1.Introduction 
Text mining has become vital analysis neck of the 

woods. a awfully sizable amount of data keep in 

several places in unstructured structure. roughly 

eightieth of the world’s information is in unstructured 

text [1]. This unstructured text can't be simply 

employed by laptop for a lot of process. therefore 

there's a desire for a few technique that's helpful to 

extract some precious data from unstructured text. 

These data area unit then keep in text info format that 

contains structured and few unstructured fields. Text 

are often sited in mails, chats, SMS, newspaper 

articles, journals, product reviews, and organization 

records [2]. nearly each one of the establishments, 

government sectors, organizations and industries data 

area unit keep in electronic kind.  

 

There area unit a range of names for text mining like 

text data processing, information discovery [4] from 

matter databases, analysis of intelligent text refers to 

extracting or retrieve the precious data from the 

unstructured text. It are often viewed as associate 

extension of data mining or knowledge discovery 

from (structured) databases. Text mining discovers 

new items of data from matter data that is earlier 

unidentified or secret information by extracting it 

victimisation completely different techniques. Text 

mining could be a multidisciplinary field, regarding 

retrieval of data, analysis of text, extraction of data, 

categorization, clustering, visualisation, mining of 

information, and machine learning.  

 

There area unit 5 basic text mining steps as under: 

Text mining steps:  
a) Collecting information from unstructured data.  

b) Convert this information received into structured 

data  

c) Identify the pattern from structured data  

d) Analyze the pattern  

e) Extract the valuable information and store in the 

database.  

 

2.Basic text mining technologies  
2.1Information retrieval 

The most acknowledge data retrieval (IR); systems 

area unit Google search engines that acknowledge 

those documents on the globe Wide net that area unit 

associated to a collection of given words. it's 

measured as associate degree extension to document 

retrieval wherever the documents that area unit came 

back area unit processed to extract the helpful data 

crucial for the user [3]. So document retrieval is 

followed by a text summarization stage that focuses 

on the question posed  by the user, or associate 

degree data extraction stage. IR within the broader 

sense deals with the complete vary of data process, 

from data retrieval to data retrieval [8]. it's a 

comparatively recent analysis space wherever initial 

makes an attempt for automatic compartmentalization 

wherever created in 1975. It gained increased  

attention with the grow of the globe Wide net and 

therefore the want for stylish search engines. 

 

2.2Information Extraction:  

The goal data extraction (IE) ways is that the 

extraction of helpful information from text. It 

identifies the extraction of entities, events and 

relationships from semi-structured or unstructured 

text. Most helpful info like name of the person, 

location and organization area unit extracted while 

not correct understanding of the text [4]. id est 
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worries with extraction of linguistics info from the 

text.IE may be delineate because the construction of a 

structured image of designated relevant piece info 

drawn from texts. 

 

2.3Categorization 

 Text categorization may be a reasonably 

“supervised” learning wherever the classes area unit 

noted beforehand and firm current for every coaching 

document. Then, its key projected utilize was for 

classification scientific literature by suggests that of 

controlled words. it had been solely within the 

Nineties that the sphere absolutely developed with 

the provision of continuous increasing numbers of 

text documents in digital kind and also the demand to 

arrange them for easier use [5]. Categorization is that 

the assignment of traditional language documents to 

predefined set of topics per their content. it's a group 

of text documents, the method of finding the correct 

topic or topics for every document. today machine-

driven text categorization is applied in a very kind of 

contexts from the classical automatic or 

semiautomatic classification of texts to customized 

commercials delivery, spam filtering, and 

categorization of website below class-conscious 

catalogues, automatic information generation, and 

detection of text genre, topic chase and lots of others 

[6]. The educational of machine-driven text 

categorization starts early Sixties. it's a hot topic in 

machine learning today’s analysis field.  

Clustering:  

 

Clustering is one among the foremost attention-

grabbing and necessary topics in text mining. Its aim 

is to seek out intrinsic structures in data, and organize 

them into vital subgroups for additional study and 

analysis. it's Associate in Nursing unattended method 

through that objects area unit classified into teams 

known as clusters. the matter is to cluster the given 

untagged assortment into significant clusters with 

none previous data. Any labels related to objects area 

unit obtained exclusively from the information. as an 

example, document bunch assists in retrieval by 

making links between connected documents, that 

successively permits connected documents to be 

retrieved once one among the documents has been 

deemed relevant to a question  [8].  

 

Clustering is helpful in several application areas like 

biology, data processing, pattern recognition, 

document retrieval, image segmentation, pattern 

classification, security, business intelligence and net 

search. Cluster analysis will be used as a standalone 

text mining tool to attain knowledge distribution, or 

as a pre-processing step for different text mining 

algorithms operational on the detected clusters.  

 

2.4Summarization 

Text summarisation is AN previous challenge in text 

mining however in dire would like of researcher’s 

attention within the areas of procedure intelligence, 

machine data and tongue process. Text 

summarisation is that the method of mechanically 

making a compressed version of a given text that 

gives helpful info for the user. In massive 

organization or company, man of science don't have 

time to browse all documents in order that they 

summarize document and highlight outline with 

details [4]. A outline could be a text that's created 

from one or a lot of texts that contains a major 

portion of the data, reduced long and keeps the that 

means because it is within the original texts. Text 

summarisation involves varied ways that use text 

categorization, like neural networks, call trees, 

linguistics graphs, regression models, symbolic logic 

and swarm intelligence. However, all of those ways 

have a standard drawback, that is, the standard of the 

event of classifiers is variable and extremely 

obsessed on the sort of text being summarized. 

 

2.5R Language 

R [7] is every a language and surroundings 

dimensioning towards applied mathematics 

computing and graphics creation (R Core Team, 

2016). R is made on the market below the bovid 

General Public License; as a results of study 

community involvement, there area unit numerous 

extensions, noted as packages, developed over time, 

likewise as durable documentation. for this 

extensibility and adaptability, R has remained 

systematically common for info and text mining 

applications across several domains, and includes 

powerful text mining tools. Here, we’ll concentrate 

on R packages useful in understanding and extracting 

insights from the text and text mining packages. 

 

3.Literature review  
Text mining, additionally spoken as text data 

processing, is that the method of extracting attention-

grabbing and non-trivial patterns or information from 

text documents. It uses algorithms to remodel free 

flow text (unstructured) into information that may be 

analyzed (structured) by applying applied 

mathematics, Machine Learning and tongue process 

(NLP) techniques. Text mining is Associate in 

Nursing evolving technology that permits enterprises 

to know their customers well, and facilitate them in 

redefining client wants. As e-commerce is changing 
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into a lot of and knowledgeable, the quantity of client 

reviews and feedback that a product receives has 

adult chop-chop over a amount of your time. For a 

well-liked quality, the quantity of review comments 

will be in thousands or maybe a lot of. This makes it 

tough for the manufacturer to scan all of them to 

create Associate in Nursing aware call in rising 

product quality and support. once more it's tough for 

the manufacturer to stay track and to manage all 

client opinions. this text tries to derive some 

significant info from quality reviews which can be 

employed in enhancing quality options from 

engineering purpose of read and helps in rising the 

support quality and client expertise. 

 

Web users square measure growing exponentially for 

the last one decade. With fast enlargement of e-

commerce, the majority the merchandise square 

measure oversubscribed on the net. These days, 

customers gather complete info regarding the 

merchandise (good and bad) of their interest from the 

net before creating an acquisition call. This has 

enabled several of the shoppers in saving their time in 

distinctive the correct product at a snug value 

purpose that fulfills their wants together with further 

options. so as to enhance client satisfaction and 

looking expertise, it's become a standard follow for 

on-line merchants to modify their customers to 

review or to specific opinions on the merchandise 

that they need purchased. With a lot of and a lot of 

users changing into comfy with the net, Associate in 

Nursing increasing range of individuals square 

measure writing reviews. As a result, the quantity of 

reviews that a product receives grows chop-chop. 

Some common merchandise will get thousands of 

reviews at some massive merchandiser sites. what is 

more, several reviews square measure long and have 

solely many sentences containing opinions on the 

merchandise. This makes it laborious for product 

makers to stay track of client opinions of their 

merchandise. 

 

In [2], Analytics companies develop the ability to 

support their decisions through analytic reasoning 

using a sort of maths and mathematical techniques. 

Thomas Devonport in his book titled, “Competing on 

analytics: The new science of winning”, claims that 

an enormous proportion of highperformance 

companies have high analytical skills among their 

personnel. On the other hand, a recent study has in 

addition conspicuous that over fifty 9 of the 

organizations do not have information required for 

decision-making. Learning “Data Analysis with R” 

not exclusively adds to existing analytics info and 

methodology, but in addition equips with exposure 

into latest analytics techniques in addition as 

prediction, social media analytics, text mining on. It 

provides an opportunity to work on real time info 

from Twitter, Facebook & amp; various social 

networking sites. 

 

In [3], one among the common discussions around a 

company is that the preference of one tool over 

another and thus the various factors like current 

ability sets procurable among the organization, users 

capability and capacity of the tool to handle visual 

capabilities that leads to the selection and utilization 

of these tools. so as to answer variety of the queries 

around performance and straightforward tool usage 

and visualization, a comparison between SAS® Text 

jack, Python and R Programming tools was 

conducted. we tend to tend to incorporated 

information that were provided as a section of ICHI’s 

information analytic challenge, that addresses 

categorizing user queries in Associate in Nursing 

extremely attention forum into predefined categories. 

the aim of this study was to guage variety of the tools 

procurable to perform these tasks supported our user 

experience. 

 

SAS® Text jack is also a data process tool used for 

locating patterns across text information through 

predictive modelling. Python and R programming 

tools (both open provide tools) area unit used for 

maths analysis and knowledge interpretation. 

 

We tend to tend to believe that by combining R and 

SAS® Text jack, it might be accomplishable to 

understand higher results for the number of data used 

within the analyses, significantly practice R to 

perform preprocessing and modeling. 

 

4.Problem definition  
Text mining [7]  help an organization derive 

potentially valuable business insights from text-based 

content such as word documents, email and postings 

on social media streams like Facebook, Twitter and 

LinkedIn. Data mining or Text mining plays a 

important role in decision making because through 

these mining techniques we can analyse the data and 

on the basis of result we can take a decision. 

 

5.Proposed work  
1. First we  get a complex  data from web and stored.  

2. After retrieving we transformed the text, are first 

converted to a data frame and then to a corpus. 

After that, the corpus needs a couple of 

transformations, including changing letters to 
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lower case, removing punctuations/numbers and 

removing stop words. 

3. In many cases, words need to be stemmed to 

retrieve their radicals. For instance, "example" and 

"examples" are both stemmed to "exampl". 

However, after that, one may want to complete the 

stems [6] to their original forms, so that the words 

would look "normal".  

4. After transforming and stemming process is done 

then we  build a document term matrix. Based on 

the matrix, many data mining tasks can be done, 

for example, clustering, classification and 

association analysis. 

5. With the help of matrix we can identify the 

frequent words and perform other text mining 

techniques. 

6. After building a document-term matrix, we can 

now visualize the outputs. 

 

 
Figure 1 Analysis steps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.Conclusion and future work 
Text mining is becoming an exciting field for 

research as it tries to discover new and valuable 

information from unstructured texts. The 

unstructured data in texts form contains large amount 

of complex raw data. Hidden information in social 

network sites, bioinformatics and internet security 

etc. are identified using text mining is a major 

challenge in these fields. The advancement of web 

technologies has lead to a tremendous interest in the 

classification of text documents containing links or 

other information. 
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